Statistical Consulting +
Software Courses
Services for all students, faculty, and staff
at The University of Texas at Austin

CONTACT:
P: 512 232 0693
STAT.UTEXAS.EDU

Statistical Software
Short Courses
stat.utexas.edu/training/software-short-courses
Each semester, the SDS offers three-hour
long courses covering a variety of different
statistical software packages.
Short courses are for current UT Austin
faculty, staff, and students. Seating is limited
and registration is taken on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Visit the website listed above for the
current semester’s schedule of courses and
cost information.
Introductory courses include:
• SAS
• Stata
• R
• Matlab
• Microsoft Access
• Python
Advanced courses include:
• Programming in SAS
• Graphics in R
• Data analysis and Visualization in Matlab
• Computing and Programming in Matlab

Free Consulting
stat.utexas.edu/consulting/free-consulting
All UT students, faculty, and staff are eligible
for up to one hour of free consulting each
week. Choose from:
In-person appointments –
recommended for more complex
questions or for programming help
Phone appointments – for complex
questions, can share screen over Skype
Email consultations – appropriate for
less complex or follow-up questions
We encourage visits during the design stage
of your research study.

Our statistical consultants assist with
questions about:
• Research or survey design
• Data analysis
• Appropriate model selection
• Power and sample size calculations
• Use of statistical software
• Interpretation of results

To make an in-person or phone appointment
up to seven days in advance, visit
statistics.utexas.edu/consulting/free-consulting.
For email consultations, send questions to:
stat.consulting@austin.utexas.edu

Contract Consulting
stat.utexas.edu/consulting/contract-consulting
We offer contract consulting to faculty
and staff with more complex data analysis
needs. Contract services are provided for an
hourly fee and can include:
• Data cleaning and manipulation
• Power analyses
• Tailored data analysis
• Detailed reporting of results
Email stat.contracts@austin.utexas.edu to
schedule an initial meeting.

Graduate Fellows Program
stat.utexas.edu/graduate/graduate-fellows
Graduate students interested in statistical
consulting can apply for the SDS Graduate
Fellows program, a one-semester appointment that provides guided experience in
statistical consulting and data analysis.
Graduate Fellows learn how to consult
on applied problems in a variety of different
disciplines and gain considerable experience
in all aspects of the consulting role. Funding
for these positions is made possible through
the Office of Graduate Studies.

Grant Support
We are happy to write a letter of support
for any grant to document the statistical
consulting resources available in the SDS.
Email stat.contracts@austin.utexas.edu for
more information.

Stat Apps Server
stat.utexas.edu/consulting/stat-app-server
For a small annual fee, access different
statistical and mathematical software
packages on the Stat Apps Server. Perfect
for small projects or learning new
statistical software, as server software
licenses are limited.
Using a remote desktop
connection, the server is
accessible from any computer
with an internet connection,
giving you the flexibility to
work from campus or at home
for a much lower cost than
purchasing an individual or
student license.

Learn more about SDS:
stat.utexas.edu
Visit the Department of Statistics and Data Sciences website
to learn more about:
• Undergraduate and graduate level courses
• SDS Seminar Series
• Low-cost access to software packages
• Software tutorials
• Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
• Summer Statistics Institute

